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and authorities, arising under the English common law. 
Bur it i« impossible for this court to add any thing to the 
deep, learned, and conclusive arguments of judge, now chan
cellor, Kent, and of the late Alexander Hamilton ; both of 
them among the greatest men and lawyers of tlie age. Their 
arguments stated at large in 3 Johnson’s cases, p. 337, are as 
complete as they are unanswerable.

“The doctrine here maintained is deduced by them from 
the ancient fountains of the common law, as they existed in 
its earliest purity ; the modern doctrine of libels being, in the 
course of their analysis, satisfactorily proved to be*’ an usur
pation on the rights of the jury, “not justified by the funda
mental principles of the common law.” To adopt the Ian- 
guage of chancellor Kent, 'The true rule of law is, that the in• 
tent and tendency of the publication, is, in every instance, to be the 
substantial enquiry on the trial, and that the truth is adsnissihle, m 
residence, to essplain the intent, and not, in every instance, to justify 
isThe comprehensive and accurate definition of Alexan
der Hamilton is perfectly correct, that, “Tub liiibty or 
the pees* consists in tub eight to publish, with m. 
punitt, truths, with good motives and for justifiable ends,vs nut n• 
EE THEYEESPECT GOVEENMENT, WAGISTEACY, OE INDIVIDU
ALS.”
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chThe opinion of the Court having thus been de

livered, rendering evidence of the truth admissi
ble, some discussion took place as to the receiv
ing of depositions taken in other States, of persons 
who were out ot he legal controuleé-the Court} 
but these were not admitted ; and the defendant 
opened his defence which, as a masterpiece of its 
land, I am induced to give almost entire.

“Gentlemen ov the Juey ; I am indicted by thegrâdf 
jury of the county of Suffolk, for an alleged offence against 
the peace and dignity of the commonwealth. To this «marge 
1 have said that I am not guilty ; I have appealed to my

nature of her defence ; bis exposition of the law was rejected { ht 
dents and cases in point vanished be lore her arguments, his interruptions 
were unheard, unnoticed, or disregarded t the bench sate eonfwmded l the 
bar stood aghast ; and notwithstanding the Judge told the Jury m bis 
charge to them that they were to consider nothing but the fact of the pub
lication of the libel (which the defendant bad admitted,) and that they were 
neither to judge of the intention and tendency, nor of the truth or falsity, of 
the libel, which were points that solely belonged to the court | yet the jury 
exercised tbcii right of likewise judging as to nhether the judge mas right* 
wrong t* hu charge, sod acquitted the defendant. Mrs. Turner was after- 
wards generally and facetiously called Mrs. Mary Aon Ticktewig.
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